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of arctic exploration since 1920 cannot have failed to notice the
very large number of expeditions organized by undergraduates of British
universities. The pioneers in this movementwereOxfordandCambridge,
which are still inthevanguardtoday.WhereasCambridge
is fortunatein
possessing the Scott Polar Research Institute as well as a formidable number
of senior polar experts, Oxford’s work has received its stimulus through the
purely local Oxford University Exploration Club and has always suffered from
a lack of building and library facilities.
Nevertheless, the O.U.E.C. haseleven honoraryand some onehundred
life members,besides numeroustemporary adherents. About twenty graduatesand undergraduatesattend the regular Clubmeetings and forty-five are
listed as taking part in one or moreexpeditions in the period 1947-50 (O.U.E.C.
Bull. No. 4, 1951). The regions visited in these four years are JanMayen,
Iceland, Gambia,northwestern
Scotland, western Ireland, MountKenya,
Nordaustlandet, Gulf of Guinea, eastern Persia, and Finnmark. In 1951 parties
visited Nordaustlandet and the Kiunga Archipelago (Kenya), while in 1952 a
group penetrated as far as the Central Himalaya.
The Club has long been noted for its work in polar and mountainous areas.
Perhaps this bias springs from the interests of its founders and of its present
mentors, who include Charles Elton, Dr. K. S. Sandford, Professor Kenneth
Mason, Professor A. C. Hardy, R. Scott Russell, Amyan Macfadyen, Dr. T. G.
Longstaff, and the late Lord Tweedsmuir. Among the Oxford
polar expeditions, five have visited Nordaustlandet, the second largest island in Spitsbergen
(Fig. 1). It
is with these parties, andtheir predecessors, thatthe following
account is concerned.
Of non-Oxford expeditions (Fig. 2 ) , Nordenskiold’s splendid thrust along
the north coast and across the interior ice caps was hardly more than a pioneer
reconnaissance, leaving notraceon
present maps, apartfrom place names
(Leslie, 1879). Koldewey’s map of the extreme southwest (Koldewey, 187 1)
is correct as to details of terrain but somewhat inaccurate in its geographical
relations. The survey of the west coast by the Russo-Swedish Arc of Meridian
expedition (de Geer,192 3) is fairly accurate, except in one area (Thompson (B),
unpubl.), andis rightlyincorporatedinmodern
charts. Exceptfor Glen’s
party (discussed later), Ahlmann’s Swedish-Norwegian expedition of193 1
was the most productive to visit Nordaustlandet (Ahlmann, 1933). Although
little topographical surveying was attempted, detailed geological mapping was
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carried out in the northwest and intensive meteorological work was undertaken.
Ahlmann himself made a most successful sledge journey across the three main
ice caps, carryingoutapreliminarysurvey
of their levelsand
obtaining
glaciological information which is still being put to significant use (Ahlmann,
1948). Mention must also be made of the air surveys carried out by Norwegian
scientists in 1938 and 1948 (Luncke, 1949). While sometimes addingconsiderably toour
detailed knowledge they have noteverywherebeen
an
improvement on existing ground surveys and are of course dependent on the
latterforcontrol
points. Manyother expeditions have produced maps of
Nordaustlandet, most of them based on running surveys from ships, occasionally augmented by landings on coastalbeaches (cf. Parry, 1828; Petermann,
1872; Worsley, 1927). An interesting geographicalaccount
of the whole
island is that of Dege ( 1946-7), the leader of a German wartime expedition.
It is remarkable that parties from Oxford University have done nearly all
the rest of thework:they
have carried out large-scale topographicaland
geological surveys of the north, east, and south coasts; they have made a large
number of inland sledge journeys; they have included theonly expedition
to establish ice cap stations; and they have published an impressive collection
of scientific papers (see Fig. 3 and References). The work of the five Oxford
expeditions will now be consideredin some detail, but since the two latest
have so far failed to publish extensively, what follows must be treated as no
more than a progress report.
Binney, 1923
The first Oxford party to reach Nordaustlandet was the Merton College
expedition of1923. Led by (Sir) George Binney, it included T. G. Longstaff
J. D. Brown(naturalist),
and
(ornithologist), Charles Elton(ecologist),
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Fig. 1. Vestspitsbergen and
Nordaustlandet.
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Fig. 2. General map of Nordaustlandet, showing sledge journeys of Nordenskiold and
Ahlmann.

t

E. Relf (physicist), as well as several handymen. The ship reached Hinlopenstretet on July 29, but ice conditions were so bad that the sledge party1 intended
for Nordaustlandet had to be landed in Vestspitsbergen instead.
The ship was forced aground and her propeller broken by floes but she
managed to reach clear water south of Nordaustlandet. Two landings were
made in Vibebukta on August 7, which resulted in the discovery of Carboniferous limestone and dolerite outcrops, and in botanical and zoological collections. Further eastward movement being blocked by ice, the ship sailed back
to thenorthwest, passingclosebeside
KarlAlexander#yaandthenearby
mainlandhills. The isletand the hills werereportedbyElton-whosewide
interests were of the greatest value tothe expedition-to be of dolerite. A
landing wasmade at the mouth of Wahlenbergfjorden and a few days later
(August 11) another a t Langgrunnodden.
Despite the failure of three attempts to replace the propeller, Binney now
attempted to circumnavigate Nordaustlandet by the northern route. His bold
attempt failed, but he got nearly as far east as RaschGya and was able to make
a photographicsurvey of many headlandsandislands.
A final landing was
made a t Nordkapp on August 16, involving the feverish activity characteristic
of such occasions.
'Comprising N. E. Odell (geologist), R. A. Frazer (surveyor), and A. C. Irvine and
G. Milling (handymen). Odell and Irvine went to Mount Everest together the next year.

L
Fig. 3. Sledge routes of Oxford expeditions inNordaustlandet.
journeys on foot are not included.

Sea trips 2nd local

Although this expedition was not completely successfuI, the results were
greaterthanmight have been expected. A total offivelandings
was made
on little known coasts. In addition to geological and botanical work, numerous
corrections were sketched on the charts, nine magnetic stations were occupied,
and full records were kept of animal life.
Binney, 1924
The greatest value of the 1923 expedition layinthe
stimulus it gave
Binney to try again. Deciding on larger-scale methods, in 1924he employed
two ships, three sledgeparties, and asmallseaplane.
His team now included
Charles Elton
(ecologist),
F. A.
Montague
(zoologist),
K. S. Sandford
(geologist), A. N. T. Rankin (bird photographer), E. Relf (physicist), (Sir)
Howard Florey (medical officer), and R. A. Frazer, H. Baker, J. E. Tennant,
and J. R. T. Aldous (surveyors).Notable
amongst those with lessspecific
duties were H. M. Clutterbuck, W. B. Carslake, and Helmer Hanssen of
Amundsen's South Pole party. The seaplane was piloted by A. G, B. Ellis,
with F. Tymms as photographer.
The mainbase was established at Liefdefjordenin Vestspitsbergen on
July 9, Binney and Ellis later having a narrow escape when the seaplane crashed.
Proceeding eastwards, the ships put the northern and central sledge parties
ashore at the mouth of Wahlenbergfjorden (Fig. 3 ) on July 21. After return-
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ing briefly to Vestspitsbergen in one ship while the other made a reconnaissance
of ice conditions, Binney’s southernparty sailed alongthesouth
coast of
Nordaustlandet and then up the east coast. Here the long stretch of ice cliffs
was found to be broken by Isispynten (Isis Point), a spit of rock and moraine.
The party landed on August 4 and sledged to Wahlenbergfjorden in ten days,
mostly throughunknowncountry.Meanwhilethecentralparty
had struck
eastwards parallel to Wahlenbergfjorden, and the northern party had reached
the future site of Glen’s Northern Station. The discoveries of thethree
groupswerepredominantlyconcerned
withthecontours
and micro-topography of the ice caps, aboutwhichvery little was known. Nothing quite
like Nordenskiold’sfamous “ice canals”was found,butSandford
has given
precise accounts of ice valleys whose headwalls were seamed withcontour
crevasses. The astonishingly severe melt season, which so hampered the
sledging, provided Sandford with material for outstanding papers on weather,
surfaces, and water erosion of the ice cap.
Sandford-whosepart in this expedition was comparable to Elton’s the
previous year-also mapped the dolerite, limestone, and Hecla Hoek outcrops
of Wahlenbergfjorden and elsewhere. Aldousprovided a large-scale topographical survey for the geological map and Tymms photographed the northwest coast of the island from the seaplane. This was probably the first such
useof aircraft in the polar regions and should not be discounted because of
the otherwise dreary succession of accidents and bad weather.
The expedition left WahlenbergfjordenonSeptember
1 afterspending
six weeks in and aroundNordaustlandet,duringwhich
a most impressive
quantity of scientific material was obtained. ButGeorge Binney’s greatest
contribution lay in pure geographical discovery: he had revealed more of the
character of Nordaustlandetthanany predecessor. It was forlater expeditions, aware of the broad setting, to pursue more detailed research.
Glen, 1935-6
Far and away the most productive group to visit Nordaustlandet was the
OxfordUniversity Arctic expedition led by A. R. Glen, a geographer and
glaciologist with previous experience in Vestspitsbergen. His party consisted
of Andrew Croft (second in command, photographer, and in charge of dogs),
K. J. Bengtssen (trapper), R. A.Hamilton and R. Moss (physicists), D. B.
charge of ionospheric
Keith(biologist), A. B. Whatman(radiooperatorin
research), and J. W. Wright, A. S. T. Godfrey, and A. DunlopMackenzie
(surveyors). There was thus a strong emphasis on surveying and the physical
sciences.
The main
base
was
established
in northwestern
Nordaustlandet
on
1 August 1935. Two ice cap stations were set up (Fig. 3), for the first time in
Nordaustlandet. The Northern Station was in operation for four months and
the Central Station for ten. Neither suffered any serious interruption of its
thrice-daily meteorological recordsandbothwerecomfortableand
well
equipped. Their chief purpose, otherthan
meteorological, was toact as
centres of glaciological research. The latterwork,donemainly
by MOSS,
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included measurements of the vertical temperature gradient down to 2 2 metres,
the rate of compression of firn, the rate of change from snow to firn to ice,
the thermal conductivity of snow, firn, and ice, and the ablation-accumulation
balance of the ice cap surface. The ice cap appeared to be of the Sub-polar
type, in Ahlmann’s geophysical classification. Glaciology of a more extensive
kind was undertaken by Glen on the longer sledge journeys; in particular, the
profile of the ice cap surface was measured by aneroid traverses and the height
of the firn-line was determined by digging pits at frequent intervals.
At the main base Whatman carried out ionospheric research throughout
the year. Diurnal fluctuations in the Heaviside and Appleton layers occurred
regularly and the types of echo from the former appeared to have a greater
range of variability than in lower latitudes. Atmosphericozone
and the
aurora were also studied and measurements made of terrestrial magnetism and
refraction. A record
of sea-ice conditions was kept, both a t the baseand at
the vantage point of the Northern Station. Glen and Croft reconnoitred the
pack to nearly 81 O N .
The most spectacular feature of Glen’s program was the ground survey,
undertaken particularly by Wright. The intricacies of the north coast were
fully unravelled for the first time in a high-quality triangulation from the main
base to Raschoya. Most of this area was filled in by plane-table at a scale of
I: 250,000. Meanwhile, plane-table surveys at 1: 100,000 were being made on
the bare land around and to the south of the base. At the same time, Aldous’s
1924 survey of Wahlenbergfjorden was tied in with Wright’s main triangulation. Glen and Croft’s classicsledge journeyaroundNordaustlandet(Fig.
3) produced reconnaissance triangulations of the east and south coasts as well
as some profiles of the ice cap surface.
In addition to all this Glen undertook detailed geological mapping on the
north coast, finding an area in which Hecla Hoek sediments were flanked by
large expanses of granite. The HeclaHoek beds strike N-S and represent
the northeastern limit of the ancient Caledonian fold system. Glen hasalso
described thegeomorphology of the regions he visited: forthesouth coast
at least the no’tes are clear and accurate, despite the haste withwhichthey
were made,andhave provideda solid foundation for subsequent work.
During the spring and summer of1936 Keith and Godfrey maintained a
biological station notfarfrom
Ahlmann’s former base (Fig. 2 ) . Here a
special study wasmade of the “non-breeding” of somespecies of the bird
population.
On 13 June 1936 Moss evacuated the buried and now-collapsing dome tent
of the Central Station where he had spent ten months, several of them alone,
and this exceptionally fruitful expedition came to an end with the arrival of
the ship on August 2 1.
Hartog, 1949

In 1938, two years after Glen’s sledge journey around Nordaustlandet, the
pilot of a Norges Svalbard-og Ishavs Undersokelser survey aircraft discovered
that a new glacier (Brisvellbreen), derived from the inland ice, had appeared
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in the southeast of the island. A strongly crevassed glacier tongue, some two
hundred square miles in area, extendedbeyondthe old coastline.Because of
the start of the war in 1939, no one studied this astonishing feature for tenyears.
In 1949, however, JohnHartog, chemist and glaciologist, led the first
ground party to investigate Brisvellbreen. His companionswere J. L. Olsen
(physicist and glaciologist), C. J.Harley
(marine surveyor), W. ScottMoncrieff (surveyor), and thewriter as geomorphologist.Although
sea-ice
conditions forced us to establish a base twenty miles to the west ofBrHsvellbreen (Fig. 2 ) , a sledge party surveyed the source area of that glacier (on the
high ice cap), examined the structure of its surface layers, measured the height
of its sea cliffs, and established that its seaward tongue must be aground. The
enormous crevasses of the air photographswerefound
to haveclosed up
under pressure from inland and to have been replaced by sub-parallel lines of
ice-hummocks partially obscured by drifted snow.
Another manhauling sledge journey began a t Isispynten. The exact position of this remote square mile of bare land was determined, and topographical
and geological maps at a scale of 1: 5,760 were made. The moraines, plants,
and bird life were also investigated. From Isispynten Hartog travelled westwards to Etonbreen, carrying an aneroid traverse across the ice cap, searching
in vain for Nordenskiold's ice canals,and collecting rock specimens from
Oxfordkjegla and from moraines near thesouth coast. Scott-Moncrieff and
I undertook topographical, geological, and geomorphological surveys a t a scale
of 1: 3 1,680, both to the east and to the west of Rosenthalbreen. The Triassic1
shalesand Carboniferous limestones were shown to be flat-lying and most of
the dolerite intrusions wereproved to besills.
A reconnaissance geological
survey was carried out on Karl Alexandergya (not previously visited) and this
islet was linked with the mainland triangulation and with de Geer's triangulation point on Wilhelm$ya.
The expedition's program also included a careful study of earlier maps
of the region, the testing of equipment for hand-drilling in an ice cap, the
description of sea-ice cover, and the recording of meteorological observations.
These last showed a total precipitation of one inch and a mean temperature at
sea level of 35°F for the period July 2 1 to August 17"the height of summer.
Although limited by sea-ice conditions to seven weeks ashore and by money
to man-hauling instead of dog-sledging, the 1949 Oxford expedition to
Nordaustlandet made importantcontributionstoourknowledge
of the
southernpart of the island. It was the first expedition to establish its base
on the south coast.
Hartog, 1951
Disappointed by his failure to establish the 1949 base beside Brisvellbreen
andanxious to study that glacier in greater detail, John Hartog organized a
second expedition toNordaustlandet
in 1951. Arrangedjointlywiththe
Royal Navy and the Cambridge expedition to Vestspitsbergen, the latest
Oxfordpartyincluded
W. Scott-Moncrieff (surveyor), M. F. W. Holland
1The southwesternmost shales may be of Jurassic age-the first rocks of this system
to beidentified in Nordaustlandet. (Personal communication from Dr. K. S. Sandford).
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(geomorphologist), J. T. Hollin and S. S. Wilson (glaciologists), and a detachment of five Royal Marines.
The expedition made a most successful but adventurous open-boat journey
of 120miles from Mosselbuktain
Vestspitsbergen, downHinlopenstretet,
and so tothesouth
coast of Nordaustlandet. They experienced much
trouble with pack ice and the voyagetook sevendays, from July 11 to 18.
The frequent landings on islets enabled Holland to obtain usefulgeological
information, particularly on the Carboniferous limestone.
The extent of the fast ice beside BrHsvellbreen and the necessity for finding
a harbour for thewhaleboats, once more forced Hartog to the
west, though not
as far as in 1949 (Fig. 3 ) . A base was established on the shore and a series of
weather observations was begun. Scott-Moncrieff extended his previous
survey eastwards to BrHsvellbreen, while Hollin studied Rosenthalbreen, a
small and decayingarm of the main ice cap. Hollandcontinuedmyown
geological and geomorphological work in the hinterland of Vibebukta,in a
dreary landscape made up almost solely of Carboniferous limestone debris, but
bearing a few interesting erratics.
Three tons of stores were man-hauled to an advanced base and a thermalon the icecap.Later
other such sites were
drillingsite wasestablished
occupied on BrHsvellbreen, whichproved to bea surprisingly cold glacier1.
Ablation at the ice cap surface was measured and detailed sections across the
BrHsvellbreen hummocks were run by two sledge parties. On another journey
Hartog spent a week examining and mapping in detail the contact of BrHsvellbreen with the ice cap proper and fixed the highest point of SGrfonna (about
2,500 feet). These journeys, together with those in 1949, have determined the
contours of the ice with precision.
The Marinesused the whaleboats in making numerous soundings round
the seaward tongue of Brisvellbreen. They also willingly helped withthe
sledging and took Scott-Moncrieff and Holland to WilhelmGya and BastianGyane
for triangulation and geological purposes.
In evacuating the advanced base late in August, ahome-made wheeled
trailer provedits worthonthe raisedbeaches.
The three whaleboats were
navigated through pack ice to Mosselbukta in only 25 hours and a most enterprisingseason
came to an end. Althoughnothing
detailedhas
yet been
published about this latest Oxford venture-the foregoing account is based on
personal correspondence and consultations with Hartog-it is clear thatthe
work of the 1949 party has been greatly strengthened and extended.
There will assuredly be more Oxford expeditions to Nordaustlandet. The
greatestopportunitiesfor awell-balanced party lie inthe northeast of the
island and in the territory southwest of Wahlenbergfjorden which has been
bypassed forthe last fifty years. Ice-covered southeastern Nordaustlandet
offers wide scope for the glaciologist and the meteorologist but is a depressing
prospect for anyone else.
1The temperature was -8.7"C at 2s feet below the surface and -6.Q"C at 75 feet.
(Personal communication from S.S. Wilson). Cf. Glen, 1941, p. 145.
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‘Arcticbibliography’
T h e first
three
volumes
of ‘Arctic
bibliography’haverecentlybeenpublished by the United States Government
Printing Office. Preparation of the bibli1947 underan
ographywasbegunin
Office of Naval Research contract with
theArcticInstitute.Theproject
has
been carried out with the joint support
of theDepartment
of theArmy,the
Department of theNavy,andtheDepartment of theAirForceunderthc
supervision of directing
a
committee.
T h e CanadianDefenceResearchBoard
also contributedfinancially
tothepro~ect.
of four
Thesevolumesaretheresult
years’ work, and it is believed that they
containsufficientmaterial
tomeetthe

urgent requirement for a key to existing
knowledge of theArcticandtoserve
as afundamentalresearchtool.It
is
hopedthattheywillfillthelonggap
in arctic reference works since the publication of Chavenne’s‘Literaturuber
1878.
diePolar-Regionen’inViennain
Of necessity,
bibliography
the
is incomplete and, as there is an ever present
it up-to-date,
requirementtomaintain
by the
annualsupplementsareplanned
Directing Committee which will emphasize current
publications
and
include
such others as are particularly important
to arcticresearch.
TheDirectingCommittee,composed
of librarians,scientists,andrepresentatives of themilitaryagenciesandthe
Arctic Institute, determines policies and
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